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Name: TPIsoftware’s digiRunner and Taipei City Government Facilitate 
Open Government in Taiwan 
 

Proven Solution 
• Background and Project Overview: 
This project is a partnership between the Taipei City Government, the administrative 
hub of the city, and TPIsoftware, a trusted software solution provider driving digital 
transformation in Taiwan. The project aims to integrate fragmented data across 
heterogeneous systems and different locations via an API management platform for 
the internal use of the entities within the Taipei City Government, and optimize the 
public services offered to external citizens, with an ultimate goal of building a 
collaborative and sustainable ecosystem of open data and open services, and further 
expedite the Open Government journey in Taiwan. 
 
The Taiwanese government has been moving towards a service-oriented “Smart 
Government 2.0”, and Open API serves as a strategic approach to Smart 
Government. 
 
Driven by the global trend of digital transformation and Open Government, the 
Taiwanese government has been pushing its "Service-Oriented Smart Government 
Program" which includes three major projects: the "New eID" digital ID card, "T-
Road" data exchange network infrastructure, and "MyData" digital service 
personalization. With the application of API management platform, microservices 
and more, P2P government data services among various agencies can be connected. 
This optimizes decision-making processes, sets the stage for a public-to-private 
governance collaboration model, and brings to life the vision of a people-oriented 
digital government. 
 



• Our Proven Solution: 
In response to the shift from e-government to Smart Government, the Taipei City 
Government was seeking to maximize the value-added application of open data and 
expand the scope of public services. With our comprehensive API management 
platform digiRunner, Taipei City Government has been a pioneer of open 
government in Taiwan. 
 
The APIM platform digiRunner Enables seamless integration between a broad range 
of systems across the Taipei City Government bureaus and agencies by connecting 
various agencies to one platform from backend, and massive data is shared across 
departments and systems. Through the single-entry point, citizens can enjoy single 
sign-on (SSO), and update data in different agencies all at once. 
 
Before implementing digiRunner, each bureau and agency had its own API services 
without unified data transmission and exchange formats between heterogeneous 
application systems. Data security was another concern, and the increasing labor 
cost was also a pain point, as each module required a group of developers and 
security personnel. 
 
To address the above pain points, we have tailored a one-stop APIM platform 
solution focusing on the integration of heterogeneous data across systems and 
security mechanism and integration specification. Our one-stop integration of 
unlimited APIs along with microservices infrastructure and open data has facilitated 
value-added public services for external citizens and internal operational efficiency, 
and further promoted data openness. Now, data across the Department of Civil 
Affairs, Social Welfare Division, Transportation and more are all integrated, and 
when these agencies need to integrate one another’s API services, they can simply 
do it via a single portal. What’s more, the development time and effort is greatly 
reduced, and IT professionals can focus on their core business.  
 
As a trusted partner, we supported the Taipei City Government in every phase from 
evaluation of project to deployment with our extensive experience and proven 
expertise. During the project, we provided on-site support, professional consultancy 
and training; we not only ensured high-quality outcomes and smooth project 
communication, but also built a trustworthy partnership with the government. 
 



 
Figure 1: Taipei City Government API Portal (Backend) 
 

 
Figure 2: Frontend Application 
 
 

Global Impact/Potential 
 
• Open Government is Here to Stay 
Open Government has emerged as a global trend, and ICT-enabled open government 
is believed to drive the transformation of public services delivery. 
 
Open Government aims to return data ownership to end users and spark more 
innovation with “data security sharing” to maximize the benefits for citizens and the 
society. Among the ICT-based technology platforms, a comprehensive API 
management platform is the key to driving an inclusive, collaborative and 
sustainable ecosystem of open data and open services. Data sharing requires Open 
API and robust security mechanisms, and API management plays an important role in 
it. APIs enable communication and interconnectivity between different applications, 
and ensure the secure exchange of data, which can further transform the way 



governments deliver services and reduce the administrative burden. Moreover, as 
more and more people access public services through digital devices, Open 
Government enhances citizen experience with innovative public services and better 
data accessibility. 
 
• Open API Ecosystem as a Global Trend 
Open API is viewed as a disruptive power in many industries. According to the 
market research conducted by Market Data Forecast, the global API Management 
market size is expected to reach US$8.41 billion by 2027. Effective integration and 
planning of resources through APIs can greatly enhance IT maintenance efficiency 
and create more value-added products and services. New business models based on 
API economy have become a driving force globally to stay competitive and agile in 
the ever-evolving digital landscape. 
 
• Our Open API Success Stories in Other Industries 
We have a number of success stories of our solution digiRunner in various industry 
scenarios that also echoes with the trend of Open Government, Open Banking and 
Open Economy. For example, we have helped Bank A, Taiwan’s leading commercial 
bank, improve cross-platform development speed and system efficiency by up to 
50% with our API management platform digiRunner’s uninterrupted hot 
deployment, and optimized the financial service experiences for its customers with 
the internal business systems and banking services connected. Bank B’s awarded 
digital cash management system is also built with digiRunner, which integrates cash 
management products and services, providing enterprise customers with a variety of 
convenient collection and payment options. Moreover, by implementing our 
digiRunner, the integration of third-parties via APIs empowers the retail pharmacy C, 
Vietnam’s biggest pharmacy retail chain, to expand the ecosystem, attract new 
partnerships and unlock business opportunities. 
 
 

Scalability 
This project is still ongoing, and expected to expand the application to more bureaus 
and agencies. As the Taipei City Government is composed of several administrative 
departments and entities, the potential benefit can go beyond the current scope.  
 
As more and more people are looking for efficiency and one single channel to access 
digital services rather than separate platforms, one central digital platform for all 
services can be a buzzy concept to embrace innovation and convenience. A single-
interface integrated service platform facilitates greater service flexibility and value-
added applications, and further enables more diverse and accessible services for 
users, making people’s lives much more convenient. In addition, people nowadays 
are more prone to access public services through internet and mobile devices and try 
to avoid face-to-face interaction under the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. The 
adoption of our API management also facilitates e-administration of the city, and 
enables a paperless and eco-friendly government with an enhanced citizen 
experience. 
 



The adoption of Open API can not only foster public-private partnerships, but also 
enable interconnectivity of services and collaborative networks in many other 
applications. The Covid-19 pandemic has accelerated digital transformation across 
diverse industries, which also allows more business possibilities, and Open Economy 
is one of the new waves fueled by Open API with huge potential for driving 
commercial values. 
 
One iconic example is Open banking, which is also based on API-enabled data  
access. It facilitates the cooperation between financial institutions and third-party 
providers (TPPs). For TPPs, they can integrate banking services into their own 
products and services through API connectivity, which greatly reduces the 
development cost. The financial regulatory authorities in every country have phased  
in different levels of financial examination standards regarding the development and 
application of APIs to ensure the growth of industries and information security of 
end users. To meet various supervision requirements, it is necessary for enterprises 
to build a sound API management platform. 

 
 

Innovative Features and Functionalities 
digiRunner is an API gateway and enterprise-level API management platform that 
provides a complete API lifecycle management. It features an admin console and 
developer portal to seamlessly connect the internal and external resources and 
make the most of them to create business values. digiRunner facilitates information 
security management, monitoring management, access and authority control, 
transaction security management, and big data processing with varied analysis 
reports, ensuring hassle-free and efficient API management. What’s more, 100% 
compliant with OpenAPI Specification (OAS), digiRunner not only facilitates the 
integration of enterprise internal services, but also merges cross-domain services 
with partners to drive innovation of the ecosystem and efficient quality control 
across clouds, on-premises or hybrid. 
 

 
Figure 3: digiRunner API Management Architecture 



 
With comprehensive features and various mechanisms such as API Registration 
Delegation, API Gateway Management, API Orchestration (API Composer), 
Authentication & Authorization Management, Data Security Mechanism, Monitoring 
& Analytics Report and many more, digiRunner empowers businesses  and 
organizations to build a robust API management strategy with the following benefits: 
 
1. Provide a Full-Featured APIM 
digiRunner's centralized API management and authorization integrate internal and 
external APIs, with all-round data security, traffic control and various monitoring 
alerts, helping businesses respond to changes promptly and serving as a key role in 
enterprise digital services. 
 
2. Design with Low-Code API Composition 
Using a graphical interface for API composition and development, the API Composer 
fuels the flexible conversion of message formats and processing rules, and supports 
a variety of development and connection nodes with back-end systems, including 
message flow, storage, logical operation, etc.  
 
3. Ensure Comprehensive Data Security 
digiRunner provides built-in hierarchical access control to meet enterprises' 
management needs. With identity verification and security mechanisms such as 
OAuth2, OIDC, JWT/JWE/JWS, HSM integration, user credentials, IP whitelisting and 
blacklisting, digiRunner ensures comprehensive data security. 
 
4. Support Microservice Architecture 
The system supports K8S microservice architecture with built-in load balancing 
dispatcher to optimize efficiency and transaction security. Supporting load balancing 
for router and HA (High Availability) architecture, digiRunner ensures uninterrupted 
version updates. 
 
5. Innovate a New Ecosystem in Blue Oceans 
The digiRunner API management platform empowers businesses to leverage diverse 
resources and allows IT professionals to manage APIs with ease, building a 
collaborative ecosystem for developers and partners. 
 



 
Figure 4: digiRunner Platform Interface 
 

 
Figure 5: digiRunner System Infrastructure 
 
 
Last but not least, our digiRunner has been ISO 27001 certified and granted 6 utility 
model patents and 4 invention patents by Taiwan Intellectual Property Office for our 
proven product innovation. 
 



 
Figure 6: Patents of digiRunner 
 
 
 
 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION: Please send any supporting information to the 
address above, including information from candidate (i.e. excerpt from program 
description, web site print-out, press release, etc.) 

 
Press Releases 
● Four new patents under the belt: Shin Kong Bank and TPIsoftware 
revolutionize finance industry with new API management applications 
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/four-new-patents-under-the-belt-
shin-kong-bank-and-tpisoftware-revolutionize-finance-industry-with-new-api-
management-applications-1029744492 
 
● TPIsoftware and Taishin's API Management Platform awarded with Global 
Finance's "The Innovators 2020 Cash Management" award 
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/tpisoftware-and-taishin-s-api-
management-platform-awarded-with-global-finance-s-the-innovators-2020-cash-
management-award-1029485101 
 
Customer Testimonial 
● Shin Kong Bank https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Nycew4j84Y 
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Name/title: Peggy Tsai / Marketing Specialist 
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